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Fig. 1. One-to-one correspondence between a forest of octrees (left) and a geometric domain
partitioned into elements (right), shown for a 2D example with two octrees k0 and k1. The leaves of
the octrees bijectively correspond to elements that cover the domain with neither holes nor overlaps.
A left-to-right traversal of the leaves through all octrees creates a space-filling z-curve (black “zig-
zag” line) that imposes a total ordering of all octants in the domain. For each octree the z-curve
follows the orientation of its coordinate axes. In this example the forest is partitioned among three
processes p0, p1, and p2 by using the uniform partitioning rule (2.5). This partition divides the
space-filling curve and thus the geometric domain into three process segments of equal (±1) octant
count.

Coarsen Replace families of eight child octants by their common parent octant, once
or recursively.

Partition Redistribute the octants in parallel, according to a given target number
of octants for each process, or weights prescribed for all octants.

Balance Ensure at most 2:1 size relations between neighboring octants by local re-
finement where necessary.

Ghost Collect one layer of o!-process octants touching the process boundaries from
the outside.

Nodes Create a globally unique numbering of the mesh nodes (i.e., the vertices at the
corners of octants, not to be confused with octree nodes), taking into account
the classification into “independent” and “hanging” nodes.

Checksum Compute a partition-independent integer “fingerprint” of a forest.
The New, Refine, and Coarsen algorithms are process-local and do not require com-
munication. The Partition algorithm consists of an Allgather operation on a small
number of bytes per process and point-to-point communications whose global volume
is proportional to the global number of octants. The Balance algorithm requires
collective and point-to-point communication between processes whose octants are ge-
ometrically close to each other. The communication volume for Balance, Ghost, and
Nodes roughly scales with the number of octants on the boundaries between processes.
Checksum requires only a Gather call of two unsigned integers. These high-level al-
gorithms are discussed in detail in section 3. In order to describe their internal
functioning we must first discuss a number of low-level algorithms that control the
encoding and transformation of octants both within and between octrees. These en-
coding schemes and elementary algorithms are described in the remainder of section 2.

2.2. Interoctree connectivity. The connectivity between octrees is defined by
topological relations within the macromesh of octrees. This connectivity can be con-
structed by hand, or by translating output from hexagonal mesh generators such as
CUBIT [25]. In p4est, octrees can share faces, edges, and corners, where neighboring
octrees can be arbitrarily rotated against each other. Connections can also be non-
local, which allows for implementing arbitrary periodicities. In fact, self-penetrating
connectivities are permitted. This generality is introduced for the purpose of accom-
modating a large class of possible computational domains.
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Fig. 9. Complex 2D and 3D connectivities. The left picture shows a zoom around the front
tip of an airfoil with boundary-layer adaptation; this connectivity consists of 29,035 quadtrees. The
connectivity in the middle consists of 51,823 octrees. The diagram on the right shows “strong”
scaling of Balance on Ranger, resulting in 342 million quadrants for two dimensions and 264
million octants for three dimensions, respectively.

0.14 Hz. The results are shown in Table 4. The small ratio between maximum and
average counts indicates a well-balanced parallel partition. The number of neighbor
processes is essentially independent of the process counts. All of these metrics become
better instead of worse for increasing process counts, which lets us conclude that the
forest of octrees is an e!ective and reliable approach to large-scale partitioning.

A second geophysical application is implemented through the mantle convection
code Rhea; see Figure 12. It solves the Stokes equations either instantaneously or on a
dynamically evolving mesh. Earth’s mantle is a hollow sphere which we divide into six
spherical caps of four octrees each, creating a 24-octree forest. Rhea is based on a tri-
linear finite element discretization which requires face, edge, and corner connectivity
and uses parallel algebraic multigrid, which requires a global node numbering. Con-
sequently we interface Rhea to p4est via Nodes (Algorithm 20). We have successfully
scaled Rhea/p4est to 122,880 processes of Jaguar.

5. Conclusions. In this article we present new geometric and parallel algorithms
that enable dynamic adaptive mesh refinement and coarsening (AMR) on forest-of-
octree meshes in both two dimensions and three dimensions. We have encapsulated
these algorithms in the p4est software library, which is designed to extend the benefits
of scalable single-octree codes to more flexible geometries.

We introduce three key concepts as the basis of our algorithms. The first is an en-
coding of the connectivity relations between octrees that allows flexible configurations
of connected octrees, including 2D manifolds embedded in three dimensions (such as
the Möbius strip and manifolds of arbitrary genus) and geometries with mixed peri-
odic and nonperiodic boundary connectivity, such as solid and hollow spheres. The
second concept is exterior octants that exist in the coordinate system of an octree
but outside of its root domain, and transformations of both interior and exterior oc-
tants between octrees that are connected across faces, edges, or corners in arbitrary
relative orientations. Third, we create a total ordering of octants by connecting the
space-filling z-curves that exist separately in all octrees in the sequence of the octree
numbering, which enables fast load-balancing and determination of process ownership.

We provide both synthetic and simulation-driven examples and assess weak and
strong parallel scalability of our algorithms. All p4est routines scale well to the full
size of a Cray XT5 supercomputer with over 220,000 CPU cores. Our results indicate
that the transformations between octrees a!ect neither the quality of the parallel par-
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